
1



2

§x ¥n¬̀k̈



3

§Rt ¦h̀k̈



This MUNACH is sung whenever it comes before an ETNACHTA!   

4

ªn    ǵ©p®  



An ETNACHTA divides the sentence into parts, just like a comma!         

5

g©pz ¤̀®̀Ÿz



The SILUK ends the sentence, just like a period!                

6

¦qlwEe



7

§d ©ng³©Rt



PASHTA is always on the LAST letter of the word,
so a second one indicates the accented syllable!

8

§Wy©RtÆ̀ ḧ



This MUNACH is sung whenever a ZAKEF-KATON is part of the phrase!  

9

ªn    ǵ©p½ 



10

s¥wf̈-ẅo ½Ÿh



11

µ§iai ¦z



12

s¥wf̈-b̈lFe ¾c



       KADMA can be anywhere on the word except the last letter! 

13

§c ©w` ¸̈n



14

§f ©̀` ¹̈l



MUNACH MAFSIK is the first note in the phrase to the right, but
only if it is followed by a “p’sik”, MUNACH and then REVIYA!

15

g©p ªn-t ©nwi´¦q



This MUNACH is sung whenever it comes before a REVIYA!     

16

ªn    ǵ©pÀ 



17

§xÀ¦a©ri



18

§x ©c`̄b̈



19

§Yzxi²¦a



This MERCHA is sung whenever it comes before a TEVIR!      

20

§x ¥n    ¬̀k̈²  



T’LISHA-K’TANAH, which looks like a “Q”, is always placed on the LAST
letter of the word, so a second one indicates the accented syllable!  

21

dẄyi ¦l §Yz-©h §wÁd©p



T’LISHA-G’DOLAH is always placed on the FIRST letter of the
word, so a second one indicates the accented syllable!  

22

dẄyi ¦l Â§Yz-Fec §bd Âl̈



The melody of a GERSHAYIM’s first accented syllable
goes up and then becomes “Whistle While You Work”!  

23

©Wy §x¥bmº¦i



Think of the melody of a PAZER as 5 up and 4 down!      

24

R̈tx¿¥f



This MUNACH is sung whenever it comes before a ZARKA!     

25

ªn    ǵ©p»



ZARKA is always placed on the LAST letter of the
word, so a second one indicates the accented syllable!  

26

§x©f»̀ ẅ



This MUNACH is sung whenever it comes before a SEGOL!   

27

ªn    ǵ©p ¼



SEGOL is always placed on the LAST letter of the
word, so a second one indicates the accented syllable!  

28

¤q¼lFeb



SHALSHELET is rare and occurs only 4 times in the Torah!     

29

(repeat 3 times)

§l ©Wyz¤l Ã¤Wy



KARNEI-FARAH occurs only once in the Torah!         

30

i¥p §x ©w-ẗd„̈x



MERCHA-CHAFULAH is rare and occurs only 5 times in the Torah!  

31

`k̈ §x ¥n-Eetk̈d…l̈



YAYRACH-BEN-YOMO occurs only once in the Torah!         

32

g ©x¥i-o ¤Aa-FeiFe ¶n



A Torah reading immediately follows the aliyah blessing,
so readers should begin with “amen” sung to a TEVIR!

33

o ¥n ῭



Torah readings end with a special TIPCHA
and SILUK, also referred to as “sof-aliyah”!

34

§Rt ¦h̀k̈...sŸeqÎ¦l£rdï


